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5:20 am Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, 
no subtitles.   

 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:00 am PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news 

and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. Hosted 
by Jamaica dela Cruz and Andy Trieu. (An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
11:00 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:30 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Urban Freestyler - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban landscape watch 

some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. (From the UK) (Short) 
(Rpt) G   

 
1:10 pm The World Of Jenks - It's Not Goodbye... - It’s finally moving day for Chad and his 

family. During last-minute packing in his room, Chad begins to accept the change, but is 
visibly struggling to say goodbye to what has been his home for as long as he can 
remember. Jenks joins D-Real as he shops for baby shoes for his son Dom. And back 
from the success of opening for Mac Miller, D-Real prepares to host his biggest event yet 
- a city-sponsored dance battle in one of Oakland's most violent neighbourhoods. 
Meanwhile, it's now or never as Kaylin readies her collection from Brooklyn Fashion 
Weekend. (Season Final) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG   
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2:00 pm Foodie Planet - Destination Lebanon - Globetrotting French gourmet Julie Andrieu 
takes a culinary tour of some of the world's most interesting and scenic places. In this 
episode, Julie travels to Lebanon. For a relatively small country, Lebanon boasts 
kilometres of coastline, snow-capped mountains and big fertile plains of vines and fruit 
trees. Olive, vine and wheat - it is here that you will find all the richness of the 
Mediterranean. (From France, in French, Arabic and English) (Food Series) (Rpt) G   

 
3:05 pm Toughest Place To Be A... - Ferryman - 57-year-old Colin Window, the bridge officer of 

the Woolwich Ferry, travels to Dhaka, Bangladesh to train and work as a ferryman on the 
Buriganga River. Hosted by 70-year-old Muhammed Loteef in one of the city's slums, 
Colin is introduced to his new vessel, a small wooden rowboat known as a Sampan. In 
temperatures of up to 40 degrees, Sampan operators row passengers and goods across 
the quarter mile stretch of river every day, dodging the huge barges and passenger ships 
that dominate the Buriganga. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 3) (Rpt) PG 
CC   

 
4:05 pm Bunk - A game show spoof featuring a rotation of comedian contestants performing 

comedy challenges. This week, host Kurt Braunohler welcomes contestants Tom Lennon, 
Chris Gethard, and Nicole Parker as they invent new sins, create diner slang, and 
attempt to top Kurt's lies, while competing for absurd and ridiculous prizes. (From the US) 
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG(L)   

 
4:35 pm 19 Reasons To Love If You Are The One Bitesize - Catch up on some of your favourite 

moments of this Chinese dating show which has a viewing audience of up to 50 million 
per episode. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24 single women. (In English & 
Mandarin) (Entertainment) (Rpt)    

 
4:40 pm The Pitch - Clockwork - This series goes behind the closed doors of the world of 

advertising as America's top creative ad agencies go head to head to win a real 
campaign from a major brand. Each week, two different agencies will prepare and 
present their pitch. In this episode, The Hive and FKM match creative wits in a battle to 
find the next big ad campaign for Clockwork Home Services, a national leader in the 
home services industry. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
5:35 pm Brazil's Next Top Model - Everyone knows and loves America’s Next Top Model, but 

now with all eyes having been recently on the World Cup, SBS 2 is giving audiences a 
chance to discover the Brazilian version of this popular series. Following the same rules 
as the original show the series hosted by model Fernanda Motta follows young female 
contestants who live together in a house for several weeks while taking part in various 
challenges, photo shoots and meetings with members of the modelling industry. Each 
week a contestant is eliminated following a unique challenge set and critiqued by a guest 
judge, and like its US sister series, there’s plenty of drama between the girls both in the 
house and on set. (S.3, Ep.10) (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Rpt) PG   
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6:30 pm Parks And Recreation - Win, Lose Or Draw - It's election day for Leslie, and Ben is 
contemplating an offer to help work on a campaign in Washington. Meanwhile, Andy tries 
to help April rescue the files she deleted from the Parks Department computers. (From 
the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
7:00 pm Benidorm Bastards - They’re up to their old tricks again! Seven senior citizens (played 

by actors) head out into the streets with only one thought in mind - to pull pranks on 
young people. This is a hidden camera show with a difference; the skits are absurd and 
hilarious - and the unsuspecting victims haven’t got a clue what hit them. (From Belgium, 
in Dutch) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) G **New Episode**  

 
8:30 pm South Park - Obama Wins! - Cartman is hiding something in his bedroom that could 

change the outcome of the entire election. While Americans innocently plan to go to sleep 
Tuesday night with the election results counted and a winner announced, Cartman has 
secretly wrestled control of the presidential election from the voters. (From the US) 
(Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC  

 
9:00 pm Cockroaches - When Tom is elected the new boss of the survivor’s camp, he finds 

leadership harder than expected. People are fighting, the water system needs fixing, and 
there’s a very real threat of cannibals - and Tom is the clueless man in charge. Cue Tom 
going to great lengths to get out of actually having to be leader. Meanwhile, Suze 
attempts to set up a school, and Laura is forced to answer questions about her mum’s 
affair with Oscar. (S.1,Ep.2) (From the UK) (Comedy Series) (class tba) **New Episode**    

 
9:30 pm A-League Extra Time - This weekly A League highlights show includes a weekly wrap-

up which will include player interviews and match analysis. Hosted by Lucy Zelic and co-
hosted by David Zdrilic. (An SBS Production)   
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EASTERN STATES (NSW, VIC, QLD, ACT & TAS) & 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

     
10:30 pm Cycling: Tour Of Flanders 2015 - The 99th edition of the 2015 Tour of Flanders will see 

the world's elite cyclists race through 19 Flemish hills, partly cobbled, covering a total of 
264 kilometres. (Cycling) **Live in all markets excluding WA**   

 
    

SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY 
     

10:30 pm Cycling: Tour Of Flanders 2015 - The 99th edition of the 2015 Tour of Flanders will see 
the world's elite cyclists race through 19 Flemish hills, partly cobbled, covering a total of 
264 kilometres. (Cycling) **Live in all markets excluding WA**   

 
1:30 am Venice 24/7 - Venice is one of the most beautiful cities in the world, but how do the 

rescue services cope working within the multiple waterways with no set addresses for any 
of the local residences? This fast-paced series goes behind the scenes to see how the 
emergency services keep Venice safe. (From Italy, in English & Italian) (Factual 
Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC 

 

ALL MARKETS REJOIN 
 
2:00 am Death Row - James Barnes - In this four-part series, internationally renowned filmmaker 

Werner Herzog embarks on a dialogue with five prisoners on Texas' death row - four men 
and one women - and lets them tell their stories. In the first episode, Herzog talks to 
James Barnes. Sentenced to life in prison for the murder of his wife, Barnes had already 
spent eight years behind bars when he confessed to a previous murder of a young 
woman. He had broken into her apartment with the intention to rape and kill her. (From 
Germany, in English) (Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 4) (Rpt) M (A) CC   

 
3:00 am CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, 

no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Iron Chef - Join Takeshi Kaga, founder of the Gourmet Academy, and his Iron Chefs in 

this cult cook-off series. In each episode, one of the Iron Chefs is challenged by a guest 
chef and their skills are put to the test. (From Japan, English narration) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) G CC   
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4:50 pm Urban Freestyler Extreme - Breakdance - Encompassing a range of activities, this 
series pushes the boundaries of urban sport. (From the UK) (Short) G   

 
4:55 pm A-League Extra Time - This weekly A League highlights show includes a weekly wrap-

up which will include player interviews and match analysis. Hosted by Lucy Zelic and co-
hosted by David Zdrilic. (An SBS Production)   

 
5:55 pm Never Ever Do This At Home - Caution labels abound, and common sense dictates that 

there are just certain things that one must never, ever do - especially at home. But turning 
this accepted wisdom on its head, this series blends science, danger, and humour when 
hosts Rune Nilson and Per Olav Alvestad conduct madcap experiments and test the 
limits of what a house can withstand - and beyond. (From Norway, in Norwegian) 
(Entertainment Series) (Part 2 of 6) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
7:30 pm The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm 30 Rock - Aunt Phatso Vs. Jack - Tracy and Jack engage in a battle of wits after Tracy 

depicts Jack as a villain in his latest project. On Jack’s advice, Liz puts her own needs 
ahead of those of "TGS." Meanwhile, Jenna tries to shield Kenneth from Hazel’s 
manipulation but her own selfishness gets in the way. (From the US) (Comedy Series) 
(Rpt) PG    

 
8:30 pm Movies for Mondays: Margin Call -  Set in the high-stakes world of the financial 

industry, Margin Call is a thriller entangling the key players at an investment firm during 
one perilous 24-hour period in the early stages of the 2008 financial crisis. When entry-
level analyst Peter Sullivan (Zachary Quinto) unlocks information that could prove to be 
the downfall of the firm, a roller-coaster ride ensues as decisions both financial and moral 
catapult the lives of all involved to the brink of disaster. Expanding the parameters of 
genre, Margin Call is a riveting examination of the human components of a subject too 
often relegated to partisan issues of black and white. Starring Kevin Spacey, Paul 
Bettany, Jeremy Irons, Stanley Tucci, and Demi Moore. Directed by JC Chandor. (From 
the US) (Movie) (Drama) (2011) (Rpt) MA(L) CC **Men Behaving Badly Movie 
Season**  
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10:25 pm Movies for Mondays: The Disappearance Of Alice Creed -  Every Saturday Marc 
Fennell presents movies that are over the top, crazy, high-intensity, silly and fun, with lots 
of ninja roundhouse kicks, scary suspense, ka-pow moments, blood, gore and horror 
screams. Criminals Vic and Danny kidnap Alice Creed, the daughter of a wealthy 
businessman. They fastidiously set up an apartment building and handcuff Alice to the 
bed, all in a careful attempt to make sure that she won't escape and they won't get 
caught. But what do Vic and Danny really want with Alice? And is Alice cunning enough 
to foil their plans and escape? Directed by J. Blakeson and stars Martin Compston, Eddie 
Marsan and Gemma Arterton. (From the UK) (Thriller) (2009) (Rpt) MA (V) **Men 
Behaving Badly Movie Season**   

 
12:10 am @midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   

 
12:40 am The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
1:10 am Real Humans - Sly Leo - In a parallel present day, robots have become so human it is 

barely possible to distinguish them from real people. In this episode, Leo is weak, but 
does everything he can to get to Mimi's house, where Matilda is beginning to uncover the 
truth about Anita. When Bea arrives at Roger's job with a black eye, she cajoles him into 
taking her in. Lennart is offered the chance to make a hubot copy of himself. But does he 
want to? Stars Andreas Wilson, Lisette Pagler and Pia Halvorsen. (From Sweden, in 
Swedish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (V,L)   

 
2:20 am Movie: Tears For Sale - Set during the 1920s in post-war Serbia, where the nation is 

rebuilding after an armed conflict in which it lost a sizable part of its young male 
population. In certain rural parts, this shortage of men threatens to extinguish life 
completely. Two sisters, Ognjenka and Mala Boginja, from a small village that has no 
males of marrying age, set off for the city in search of good men to bring home. Winner of 
the Free Spirit Award at the 2008 Warsaw International Film Festival. Directed by Uroš 
Stojanovic and stars Katarina Radivojevic, Sonja Kolacaric and Stefan Kapicic. (From 
Serbia, in Serbian) (Fantasy) (2008) (Rpt) MA (S)   

 
4:00 am RT News In English From Moscow - RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and 

current affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in 

Kyiv, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Iron Chef - Join Takeshi Kaga, founder of the Gourmet Academy, and his Iron Chefs in 

this cult cook-off series. In each episode, one of the Iron Chefs is challenged by a guest 
chef and their skills are put to the test. (From Japan, English narration) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) G CC   
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4:45 pm Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit 
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople 
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool 
prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:40 pm American Ninja Warrior - This action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle 

the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and finals rounds in Los Angeles, 
Baltimore, Denver and Miami, with the national finals round in Las Vegas, on a four-stage 
course modelled after the famed Mt. Midoriyama. Hosted by Matt Iseman, former NFL 
player Akbar Gbaja Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. (From the US) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
6:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G    

 
7:30 pm The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Brooklyn Nine-Nine - The Stakeout - Jake and Charles' stakeout for eight straight days 

puts a strain on their friendship. Meanwhile, Holt's nephew visits Brooklyn and makes an 
instant impression on Rosa. (S.2,Ep.11) (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG CC **New 
Episode**   

 
8:30 pm Hipsters - Here Come The Hipsterpreneurs - Selling everything from bespoke burritos 

to artisanal soap, businesses operated by and for hipsters are now everywhere - and 
they’re often owned by smart, young “hipsterpreneurs”. Sam wants to discover if this term 
means “savvy exploiter of trends" or “cool kid who got lucky”. Suspecting it’s a bit of both, 
Sam travels to Los Angeles where he meets some food truck owners who have used a 
combination of street smarts, social media skills and culinary innovation to go from fast 
food to Forbes Magazine in a few short years. Sam returns to Australia for a deeply 
committed exploration of another fast-growing product and every hipster’s tipple of 
choice: craft beer. Then in Melbourne he sorts himself out with a lot of very strong, very 
confusing coffee: single origin, fair trade, pourover, cold drip. (Ep.3) (From Australia) 
(Documentary) M **New Episode**    

 
9:00 pm Baz's Extreme Worlds - Alligators - Baz travels to Mosca, a small farming town in 

Southern Colorado, where he trains as a farmhand on a very unusual farm. This farm 
looks after 350 alligators, countless reptiles, emus and wild horses. Living in a rundown 
RV, Baz must work alongside Jay Young, hard taskmaster and owner, and overcome his 
fear of these deadly predators. As well as learning the ropes Baz must also learn how to 
wrestle the largest alligator on the farm, who is 10 feet long, by the end of the week. 
(From the UK) (Documentary) M(L) **New Season**      
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9:30 pm The Walking Dead - Prey - The Governor hunts down Andrea when she flees 
Woodbury. Meanwhile, tensions arise within Tyreese's group, and The Governor's plan 
for Rick's group is sabotaged. (S.3,Ep.14) (From the US) (Drama Series) MA(H,V) **New 
Episode**   

 
10:20 pm Autopsy: Life And Death - Cancer - Tonight, anatomist Dr Gunther von Hagens and 

pathologist Professor John Lee  take a look at cancer. They illuminate the difficulties of 
diagnosing and treating a disease that is a result of the body's own cells multiplying 
uncontrollably. Von Hagens dissects a woman who died of bowel cancer to reveal the site 
of the primary tumour and the other parts of her body that it affected. He also reveals the 
silent spread of tumours in the frozen body of a woman who died from breast cancer. 
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA (A,N) CC   

 
11:20 pm South Park - Chef Goes Nanners - Chef organises a protest against the South Park 

flag, which depicts four white stick figures hanging a black stick figure, and apparently 
cheering. He sees it as racist, but Jimbo and many others in the town don't want to lose 
the history that the flag represents. At South Park Elementary, there is a debate over the 
issue, with Stan and Kyle leading a team for the flag, and Wendy and Cartman leading 
the opposition. Meanwhile, after working together, Wendy finds that she has an attraction 
to Cartman. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A) CC     

 
11:45 pm @midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   

 
12:15 am The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:45 am Real Humans - Blind Love - In a parallel present day, robots have become so human it 

is barely possible to distinguish them from real people. In this episode, Tobias witnesses 
an assault and decides to take the law into his own hands. After some bad news, Roger 
loses his cool at work, but at the same time he is enjoying his new home life with Bea. 
Granddad Lennart feels alive again in his blossoming romance with the all-too-sunny 
Solveig. Stars Andreas Wilson, Lisette Pagler and Pia Halvorsen. (From Sweden, in 
Swedish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (S,N,V,L)   

 
1:55 am Movie: ...And They Lived Happily Ever After - Three men in their forties contemplate 

marriage, fidelity and their life choices in actor-writer-director Yvan Attal’s sophisticated 
drama. Cleverly scripted, the film boasts powerful performances from a stellar cast 
including Alain Chabat, Emmanuelle Seigner, real-life couple Charlotte Gainsbourg and 
Yvan Attal, and a sexy cameo from Johnny Depp. (From France, in French) (Drama) 
(2004) (Rpt) MA (S,L,A)   

 
3:45 am France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs 

television from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in 

Kyiv, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Iron Chef - Join Takeshi Kaga, founder of the Gourmet Academy, and his Iron Chefs in 

this cult cook-off series. In each episode, one of the Iron Chefs is challenged by a guest 
chef and their skills are put to the test. (From Japan, English narration) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) G CC   
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4:45 pm Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit 
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople 
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool 
prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:40 pm American Ninja Warrior - This action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle 

the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and finals rounds in Los Angeles, 
Baltimore, Denver and Miami, with the national finals round in Las Vegas, on a four-stage 
course modelled after the famed Mt. Midoriyama. Hosted by Matt Iseman, former NFL 
player Akbar Gbaja Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. (From the US) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
6:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G    

 
7:30 pm The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Brooklyn Nine-Nine - Beach House - The team is excited to spend the weekend at 

Charles’ beach house for a detectives-only get away, until Jake ruins the fun by inviting 
Captain Holt. Meanwhile, Charles helps Rosa send romantic texts to her new boyfriend 
(guest star Nick Cannon), and Gina tries to get Amy drunk, simply for her own enjoyment. 
(S.2,Ep.12) (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG CC **New Episode**  

 
8:30 pm Movie Mayhem with Marc Fennell: The Raid - Deep in the heart of Jakarta's slums lies 

an impenetrable multi-level safe house for the world's most dangerous killers and 
gangsters. Until now, the rundown apartment block has been considered untouchable to 
even the bravest of police. Cloaked under the cover of pre-dawn darkness, an elite swat 
team is tasked with raiding the safe house in order to take down the notorious drug lord 
that runs it. But when their cover is blown and news of their assault reaches the drug lord, 
all the building's exits are blocked. Stranded on the 6th floor with no way out, the unit 
must fight their way through the city's worst to survive. (From Indonesia, in Indonesian) 
(Movie) (Action) (2011) MA(L,V) **Ultraviolence Movie Season**  

 
10:20 pm Movie Mayhem with Marc Fennell: The Protector 2 - Kham is the last in a long line of 

traditional guards who watch over Thailand's war elephants. When one of these 
elephants has been stolen by low-level crime boss Suchart, Kham uncovers a major 
crime syndicate headed up by LC (RZA). With the help of Interpol agent Mark, Kham 
must fight his way to the top to get back his elephant. (From Thailand, in Thai) (Movie) 
(Action) (2013) M(V,L) **Ultraviolence Movie Season**  
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12:10 am @midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 
who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   

 
12:40 am The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
1:10 am Real Humans - Make Haste - In a parallel present day, robots have become so human it 

is barely possible to distinguish them from real people. In this episode, Rick and Bo are 
insulted when the ladies switch them off for a girls' night out. They begin throwing their 
weight about and decide to get revenge. When Inger questions Leo, he lets her know that 
time is running out. Meanwhile, at Roger's house, Bea begins to develop feelings and 
soon has a revelation for Roger. Stars Andreas Wilson, Lisette Pagler and Pia Halvorsen. 
(From Sweden, in Swedish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M   

 
2:15 am Movie: Tokyo Sonata - An award winning portrait of a seemingly average Japanese 

family whose lives threaten to unravel after the father loses his job at a prominent 
company and individual secrets come to the surface. Winner of the Cannes Jury Prize, 
2008. Directed by Kiyoshi Kurosawa and stars Teruyuki Kagawa, Kyoko Koizumi and Koji 
Yakusho. (In Japanese, English subtitles) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:20 am DW News In English From Berlin - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Iron Chef - Join Takeshi Kaga, founder of the Gourmet Academy, and his Iron Chefs in 

this cult cook-off series. In each episode, one of the Iron Chefs is challenged by a guest 
chef and their skills are put to the test. (From Japan, English narration) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) G CC   
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4:45 pm Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit 
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople 
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool 
prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:40 pm American Ninja Warrior - Denver Qualifying: Part 2 - This action-packed series follows 

competitors as they tackle the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and 
finals rounds in Los Angeles, Baltimore, Denver and Miami, with the national finals round 
in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course modelled after the famed Mt. Midoriyama. Hosted 
by Matt Iseman, former NFL player Akbar Gbaja Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. (From 
the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
6:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G    

 
7:30 pm The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Parks And Recreation - Women In Garbage - In order to get more women hired in 

government, Leslie and April handle a garbage route. Meanwhile, to help his growing 
business, Tom enlists the help of Andy and Ben to teach him about basketball, and Ron 
is left to watch Diane's (guest star Lucy Lawless) kids while their babysitter is out of town. 
(S.5,Ep.11) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG     

 
8:30 pm South Park - Christian Rock Hard - When the other boys kick Cartman out of their 

band, Cartman pulls his own group together to make music for Jesus. Meanwhile Stan, 
Kyle and Kenny are arrested for downloading music from the Internet. (From the US, in 
English) M (L,A) (Rpt) CC WS   

 
9:00 pm Dead Set - As huge numbers of undead gather at the studio gates, Patrick, Kelly and the 

housemates are forced to make some agonising decisions. Who will survive - and what 
will be left of them? Stars Jaime Winstone and Kathleen McDermott. (From the UK) 
(Drama Series) (Rpt) MAV (V,H) CC   
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9:30 pm Big Trouble In Thailand - This episode goes inside Bang Kwang one of Thailand’s most 
notorious jails which handles death row and long-sentence prisoners. All prisoners are 
required to wear leg irons for the first three months of their sentence. A British prisoner 
who is serving 26 years for possession with intent to sell drugs talks about life inside this 
high security prison. Back on Koh Phangan it is time for another full moon party and the 
Tourist Police help a group of travellers who have had their bags and passports stolen.  
However, the police suspect them of an insurance scam. Meanwhile in Pattaya two men 
complain to the police that they have been ripped off while visiting a sex show and two 
girls on holiday get into a violent brawl. (Ep.5) (From the UK) (Documentary) M(N,A,L) 
**New Episode**   

 
10:20 pm The Walking Dead - Prey - The Governor hunts down Andrea when she flees 

Woodbury. Meanwhile, tensions arise within Tyreese's group, and The Governor's plan 
for Rick's group is sabotaged. (S.3,Ep.14) (From the US) (Drama Series) MA(H,V) 
**Encore**   

 
11:10 pm South Park - Something You Can Do With Your Finger - Cartman has a dream about 

being in a successful boy band, so he convinces the other boys to join him, in hopes of 
making $10,000,000. To be a proper boy band, they need five members, so after 
auditions, they settle on Wendy, and dress her up as a boy. The band, called 
"Fingerbang", gets a gig playing at the South Park Mall. Stan's father, however, refuses to 
allow him to stay in the band. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A) CC   

 
11:35 pm @midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   

 
12:05 am The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:35 am Real Humans - Heritage - In a parallel present day, robots have become so human it is 

barely possible to distinguish them from real people. In this episode, the truth about David 
Eischer's experiments leaks out to the police, and Inger Engman suddenly understands 
the link to Anita. Kevin gets tired of Rick's bullying and returns to a home and a stepfather 
he doesn’t recognise. (From Sweden, in Swedish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (A,V)   

 
1:40 am Movie: The 11 Commandments - Mike and his mates are evicted from a club. While 

taking a collective leak they cross their streams for fun and are transported to Joke 
Heaven where the God of Jokes complains to them that people are not laughing 
anymore. He orders them to complete 11 Commandments that will bring fun back into 
this depressed old world. Directed by Francois Desagnat and Thomas Sorriaux, and stars 
Michaël Youn, Vincent Desagnat and Benjamin Morgaine. (From France, in French) 
(Comedy) (2004) (Rpt) M (A,N,S)   

 
3:15 am NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics, 

business, culture, entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am DW Global 3000 - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Iron Chef - Join Takeshi Kaga, founder of the Gourmet Academy, and his Iron Chefs in 

this cult cook-off series. In each episode, one of the Iron Chefs is challenged by a guest 
chef and their skills are put to the test. (From Japan, English narration) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) G CC   
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4:45 pm Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit 
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople 
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool 
prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:40 pm American Ninja Warrior - Venice Beach Finals - This action-packed series follows 

competitors as they tackle the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and 
finals rounds in Los Angeles, Baltimore, Denver and Miami, with the national finals round 
in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course modelled after the famed Mt. Midoriyama. Hosted 
by Matt Iseman, former NFL player Akbar Gbaja Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. (From 
the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
6:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G    

 
7:30 pm Friday Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss 

the latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local 
and international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Parks And Recreation - Ann's Decision - After several unsuccessful relationships Ann 

makes a dramatic life decision. Ben enlists the help of Chris, Tom and Ron to choose a 
caterer for the wedding, while April has to handle one of Leslie's usual tasks. (S.5,Ep.12) 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG    

 
8:30 pm Adam Looking For Eve - Self-assured and busty student Raffaella, 19, fancies muscular 

men with charisma - like 22-year-old Maurice, an independent entrepreneur looking for a 
steady relationship. One would think the romantic setting would be perfect for these two, 
but after the initial meeting it becomes clear that Raffaella and Maurice are not clicking. 
Perhaps horse trainer Samantha, 21, who has been psychologically matched with 
Maurice, will create more of a spark with him. Meanwhile, a second match for Raffaella is 
on his way...and Sven will completely shake things up. (From the Netherlands, in Dutch & 
English) (Reality/Entertainment) MA(N) **New Episode**   

 
9:25 pm G-Spotting: A Story Of Pleasure And Promise - Hailed as the great sexual liberator of 

women in the early 1980s, the sexually-active world embraced the G-spot. But to many 
contemporary women the exact location remains elusive and medical science is still 
searching for a distinctive anatomical feature. This playful yet illuminating program 
investigates whether the G-spot is a physiological organ, the greatest gift to womankind 
or just wishful thinking. (From Canada, in English, French, Spanish and Italian) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) MA (S) CC   
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10:30 pm Banana - Josh is a gay student in Manchester, having a fine old time, falling in love with 
the enigmatic Freddie Baxter. But when Josh is called home for his best friend Sophie’s 
wedding, he wonders if he’s outgrown his old mates. Can Sophie rekindle their friendship, 
or is it time for both of them to move on..? (Ep.5) (From the UK) (Drama Series) M(S,L) 
**New Episode**   

 
11:00 pm Cucumber - Henry’s secrets and lies catch up with him, while Lance’s wildest dreams 

are in danger of coming true, as Daniel makes an extraordinary move. But when Adam 
and Tomasz’s secret online empire starts running out of control, Henry is set on a 
collision course with everyone he loves. (S.1,Ep.5) (From the UK) (Drama Series) MA(S) 
CC **Encore**  

 
11:55 pm Friday Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss 

the latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local 
and international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:25 am Real Humans - The Code - In a parallel present day, robots have become so human it is 

barely possible to distinguish them from real people. In the final episode, everyone wants 
the code, which in the wrong hands could spell disaster for humankind. Leo is very weak, 
but continues to flee with Mimi in the underground passages of the metro. Bea and Carl 
are both after them, both trying to reach them first. At the same time, Tobias has a 
strange gift in his room. Stars Andreas Wilson, Lisette Pagler and Pia Halvorsen. (From 
Sweden, in Swedish) (Drama Series) (Final) (Rpt) M   

 
1:30 am PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news 

and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. Hosted 
by Jamaica dela Cruz and Andy Trieu. (An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
3:30 am NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics, 

business, culture, entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Hungarian News - News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Hyundai A-League - Round 25: Melbourne Victory V Newcastle Jets - The Hyundai 

A-League, Australia’s premier football competition, continues on SBS as Melbourne 
Victory takes on the Newcastle Jets at AAMI Stadium, Melbourne, in Round 25. SBS’s 
match coverage will be hosted by David Zdrilic, with live match commentary by David 
Basheer and Lucy Zelic pitch side with onsite interviews and match reports. (An SBS 
Production) (Football) CC   

 
3:00 pm Urban Freestyler - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban landscape watch 

some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. (From the UK) (Short) 
(Rpt) G   
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3:10 pm Ultimate Parkour Challenge - Witness the world's fastest-growing extreme sport to our 
TVs with the Ultimate Parkour Challenge. The essence of parkour is as simple as a game 
of chase: athletes move as efficiently as possible from point A to point B. However, unlike 
a regular track and field race, parkour is performed in any and every environment. 
Athletes must roll, climb, leap, flip and fly over walls, cars, stairs, railings, and ten-foot 
rooftop gaps between five-storey buildings. The world’s best parkour athletes will 
challenge themselves in different southern Californian urban environments. (From the 
US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG     

 
3:40 pm Venice 24 / 7 - Venice is one of the most beautiful cities in the world, but how do the 

rescue services cope working within the multiple waterways with no set addresses for any 
of the local residences? This fast-paced series goes behind the scenes to see how the 
emergency services keep Venice safe. (From Italy, in English & Italian) (Factual 
Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:10 pm Beyond Survival - Peru - Les travels to the Peruvian Amazon to live with the 

Huachipaeri Tribe – a tribe who still hunt with bow and arrow, forage for wild edibles and 
ingest potent plant medicines. Les will raft, trek and slice into the heart of the Peruvian 
jungle to learn the secrets of this rare ecosystem from the jungle's very secret-keepers 
themselves. (From Canada) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG   

 
5:05 pm Planet Sport - USA - Can a young country have traditional sports? With only two and a 

half centuries of history, the U.S. has yet become one of the greatest nations in the world 
of sport. A country built on the myth of "do it yourself" and "impossible is nothing", Manuel 
sets out to discover typical American sports. Journeying across California, he takes us for 
a ride in the world of alternative sports on the West Coast, from roller derby girls and 
street luge, to sand yachting in the desert. (From France, in French) (Documentary) (Rpt) 
PG 

 
6:05 pm Urban Freestyler - Mike Delaney - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban 

landscape watch some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. 
(From the UK) (Short) G   

 
6:10 pm Knife Fight - There’s more than just the chef’s knife on the line as Gautreau’s chef and 

recent James Beard Award nominee Sue Zemanick challenges the man who once fired 
her, Tory McPhail of Commander’s Palace. (From the USA) (Entertainment) PG   

 
6:40 pm No Kitchen Required - Belize - Join three top chefs, Michael Psilakis, Madison Cowan 

and Kayne Raymond, as they prepare dishes from ten very different and remote 
locations. The three must work with the locals to hunt, forage and collect ingredients for a 
locally-inspired meal. In this episode, the chefs head into the heart of the ancient Mayan 
world amidst the lush jungle of Belize, where the modern Mayans welcome them and 
treat them to traditional Mayan cuisine. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG (A)   
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7:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) G **New Episode**  

 
8:30 pm Vikings - The Usurper - The fleet returns to Kattegat to find tragic circumstances await. 

Lagertha learns that her Earldom has been usurped and convinces Ragnar to travel to 
Hederby with her in an effort to reclaim her title. Ragnar causes great surprise when he 
announces the next raid and the Seer has interesting prophecies for Rollo. (S.3,Ep.5) 
(From Canada & Ireland) (Drama Series) (class tba) CC **Encore**  

 
9:20 pm No Limit - Gone Fishing - Just when Vincent thought he could take a break and kick 

back with the family, duty calls. He must step up against Koskas' devoted right-hand 
man. Meanwhile, Hydra is under threat as Juliette closes in on the organization's big 
secret. (S.2,Ep.7) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) MA(V) **New Episode**   

 
10:20 pm Orphan Black - Ipsa Scientia Potestas Est - Rachel goes on the warpath, lashing out at 

Sarah's nearest and dearest. While she tries to keep her loved ones safe, an unexpected 
visitor threatens to derail Sarah's plans. (S.2,Ep.5) (From Canada) (Drama Series) (Rpt) 
MA(S)   

 
11:10 pm Orphan Black - To Hound Nature In Her Wanderings - Sarah joins forces with an 

unlikely – and untrustworthy – ally, following a trail of clues that she hopes will lead her to 
the origins of the clone experiment. Meanwhile, Cosima and Delphine make a discovery 
that could prove the key to treating her illness. Alison finds herself in unsavoury company 
at rehab. (S.2,Ep.6) (From Canada & the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(S,A,V)   

 
12:00 am Orphan Black - Knowledge of Causes, and Secret Motion of Things - When a rehab 

confidante betrays Alison and threatens to expose the truth about Aynsley’s death, she 
goes into free fall on the eve of Family Day. With Donnie and the kids set to visit, it’s all 
clones on deck to contain the fallout. (S.2,Ep.7) (From Canada & the US) (Drama Series) 
(Rpt) MA(V)   

 
12:50 am Movie: Cherry Blossoms - A multi-award winner at the 2008 German Film Awards, this 

touching film follows a dying man as he goes on an evocative journey to Japan in an 
attempt to accomplish his late wife's unfulfilled dreams. Directed by Doris Dorrie and 
stars Elmar Wepper, Hannelore Elsner and Maximillian Bruckner. (From Germany, in 
German, English and Japanese) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) MA (N)   

 
3:00 am CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    


